Teacher Of The Year  

By Maggie

Have you ever had an awesome teacher, well I have and I think that she should receive a teacher of the year award. She gives us lots of fun work to do that doesn’t make us bored. She has amazing skills with technology and she is the reason why I come to school everyday to learn something new.

Most people would agree that Miss K gives us the best work that is fun and interactive. Miss K has introduced us to Genius Hour which is where you get one hour a week to work on a project of your choice. You might want to do a project on your dream holiday or something on the environment. Miss K is also very good at explaining all our work. When you don’t understand a task she will further explain it to you. Miss K also makes learning lots of fun because she doesn’t give us worksheets and she goes out of her way to think of new and improved ways to learn.

The fact is that Miss K is really good with technology. She’s even a Google Educator! This clearly shows that Miss K knows her facts about Google. She has shown us how to use Google Drive which I think is one of the easiest ways to do your work. You can also access and work on your projects at home which is pretty cool. Miss K has also made us a class blog. Which has already had over 1500 views. When we reached 1000 views on our class blog, we got a party. Miss K has also set up a Twitter account for our class and she has shown us many other sites.

In my opinion Miss K is one of the nicest teachers around. She even lets us sit on beanbags on our birthday! Or when we have been working well or our class is small or when we are doing reading with she will allow us to sit on the beanbags. Miss K also lets us sit on the floor with our friends while we eat our lunch. She also reads us a different novel each term. In Term 1 we read “Holes.” And in this term we are reading “Wonder.” Miss K always comes to school dressed very nicely with a smile on her face. She is one very nice teacher.

To sum everything up, I would like to say that Miss K deserves to be awarded teacher of the year. She gives us work that is fun and interactive. Her knowledge about technology is phenomenal. And she is really fair and understanding. I love going to school and it’s all because of her! Don’t be shy, vote Miss K teacher of the year now! Your vote counts.